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Abstract IP telephony or voice over IP (VoIP) at present is promising a shining
future for voice services. There are several technical aspects which make the technology attractive; on the other hand, few technical loopholes and shortcomings make
user’s experience less than optimal and also bring forth significant security issues.
This paper offers a technical dissection of the quality of service (QoS) of VoIP. “Signaling” part of VoIP has been discussed based on the Session Initiation Protocol
(SIP) along with propositions to tackle problem like jitter that often causes latency
in communication. To address the issue of jittering, an alteration in the working
mechanism of de-jitter buffer has been put forward where it is shown that addition
of few extra variables within the de-jitter buffer to synchronize the packet arrival and
release timing can certainly improve the user experience. Reducing the latency is of
prime importance to voice data services as it directly affects the acceptance trend of
VoIP among mass consumers. The scale of improvement has also been compared to
that of a normal jitter buffer as well as a detailed illustration has been provided on
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), a key component of the overall system that makes
thing happen. The proposed modification in the de-jitter buffer has been illustrated
along with positive results. It shows a one-third improvement in the average latency,
resulting into twice as better performance and nearly halved latency.
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1 Introduction
Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP), which in other words, can be called IP telephony,
is a technology which serves the purpose of both voice and multimedia communications using the Internet Protocol (IP) networks. More specifically, it refers to the
services such as voice communication, SMS, and multimedia via the public Internet,
rather than using the public switched telephone network (PSTN). VoIP with a bit
enhancements and modifications is indisputably destined to challenge the prevalent
PSTN-based phone system. VoIP means the transmissions of voice data traffic in
packets over a data network primarily using protocols such as Session Initiation
Protocol (SIP), and this data network can be Internet or an intranet.
There are several synonyms in the market of this technology which is based on
various Internet Protocols (IP), such as IP telephone and packetized voice. Usually,
the user first initiates call on one side of Internet, and the analog voice signal is
then digitized and compressed. Now, this compressed signal is packetized into SIP
packets and just simply delivered to the transmission media. At the receiving end,
this process is just reversed [1]. The adoption of this technology is on the rise with
each year. Some of the advantages for its widespread adoption include easy and
inexpensive installation as well as maintenance. Plus, VoIP scales up or down really
efficiently, which is a real convenience for the companies as they do not always
know how many employees it will have next year, it may have more, or employee
number can also be slashed. So, phone line restructuring becomes a painless issue
which hardly costs anything significant [2]. A VoIP phoning system supports all the
traditional features of PSTN-based lines, and novel features are constantly being
provided by the vendors as value-added service. Further, setting up conference calls,
an extremely important need for any businesses, is really easy in IP-based telephony
and offers commendable quality of service. Besides, VoIP can be used for fax services
as the traditional fax machines cost a lot over long distances, and quality attenuation
over long distance is also an issue [3]. In VoIP-based services, these bottlenecks are
non-existent. Simultaneous functionality is also an important feature of modern IP
telephones, such as working with emails from the IP phone set at the same time
carrying on conference calls using that very phone set. Thus, the usage of VoIP is
only set to increase.
However, as with many technologies in their forming stages, VoIP also has few
performance issues to be considered. This paper not only addresses some of these
design issues, but also brings forth few propositions to improve the shortcomings.
Although VoIP is likely to take over the traditional telephone system, this mechanism
will not be of much convenience to business organizations as they will have to risk
their business due to some exacting loopholes in the VoIP’s working model. For
several reasons, the experience of using it can be hampered such as high amount
of traffic passing through same bandwidth or delay in the process of compressing
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and then decompressing the information from sender to receiver [4]. Another major
concern of this technology is the security.
There are number of loopholes in this aspect [5]. Among myriad of security
concerns on a VoIP network, Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) spoofing has been
one of the trickiest to deal with. In ARP attacks, the attacker broadcasts spoofed
announcement of the MAC address forcing subsequent IP packets to flow through
the attacker’s host. This consents the eavesdropping of communications between
two users [6]. The attacker can easily exploit the clear and plain format of a SIP
packet to his advantage and can incur damage. There are lot of mechanisms for
encrypting textual data in a network such as public–private key, ciphers, hash functions, and deploying image-keys. [7], but using cryptosystems for voice data often
compromises the quality and latency even further. Cryptographic algorithms itself
may show performance issues while processing [8]. While the bandwidth and its
sharing is a problem that is user and condition specific, the delay factor and security
concerns can be considered as problems on a technical level.
A VoIP system works by converting analogue voice signals into digital, then
transmitting those as data over the broadband\Internet communication channel. It is
a very efficient way of making calls—for a start, once it is set up, it is considerably
cheaper than normal phone lines.

1.1 Problem Formulation
Delay is generated in a VoIP network due to multifarious reasons. One of the significant reasons for this is Firewall inspection of SIP packets. Delay is the amount of
time it takes to reach a packet to its destination. Traditionally in PSTN, a delay of
150 ms is acceptable. Therefore, in a VoIP model, if it exceeds 150 ms, the users at
both ends can become perplexed to who should continue speaking and who should be
listening, as they experience an incessant gap between words or fractions of a word
[9]. The limitations caused by this problem have been illustrated in a later section of
this paper.
Even though there are multiple concerns to be addressed in terms of improving
the VoIP services, this paper will look more into the quality of services (QoS) issues
rather than security threats. The objective of this paper is to pinpoint few of the snags
and propose a model to address the delay issue.

2 Relevant Works
Jitter is the congestion that occurs when a large number of Internet connections
attempt to compete with each other at the same time, resulting in many tiny packets of
information vying to use the same IP network; this can germinate significant delays in
voice communication. There have been a good number of studies where this problem
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has been taken into consideration. One way includes making two different virtual
switches out of one switch. However, it has the problem of non-uniformity among
switches in that not all the switch supports this kind of functionality. Further, there
has been some development in side areas that aids in helping the router to prioritize
VoIP packets over normal data packets to process accordingly. One such technology
is DiffServ. It is a quality of service (QoS) protocol that prioritizes IP voice and
data traffic to help preserve voice quality, even when network traffic is heavy. It
uses the type of service (ToS) bits in the IP header to indicate traffic importance
and drop preference [10]. One other technique that has been developed to fasten the
speed at which the packets flow is header compression. Header compression tries to
leverage the repetitive bytes found in the header of a VoIP packet [11]. This attempt
has somewhat been successful due to the significant size of the packet header to the
payload. This technology is already integrated into many routers. However, if this
applied too rapidly, the offshoot will be a negative one as it will, in fact, compound
the jitter and delay factor. So, the best practice is to balance with care.
A number of studies have been done where the researchers proposed solutions of
delay buffers to be implemented for controlling delays of all kinds including jitter [12,
13]. The idea here is that the voice packets will be stored in a buffer temporarily and
will be sent out in a consistent manner, and thus, the packets will reach to destination
in a certain interval of time. The users will then have a fairly good expectant time of
hearing the voice from the other end and can adjust accordingly. This is a popular
implementation and thus found its way into many hardware vendors doorstep. Many
routers include this facility also. Another study highlights the importance of de-jitter
buffer and analyzes behavior of jitter buffers with and without packet reordering
capability and measures the additional packet loss incurred by packets dropped in
buffer on top of the measured network packet loss [14]. However, it does have
problems such as a larger de-jitter buffer, which causes higher latency inflicted on
the system, while a smaller jitter buffer causes higher packet loss. A de-jitter buffer
is architected to eradicate the effects of jitter from the decoded voice stream.
De-jitter buffer, as shown in Fig. 1, buffers each arriving packet for a short span
before sending it out. This surrogates additional delay and packet loss for jitter. There
are two types of de-jitter buffers. A fixed de-jitter buffer maintains a constant size,
whereas an adaptive jitter buffer has the faculty of adjusting its size dynamically
in order to optimize the delay/discard trade-off [9].
Both fixed and adaptive de-jitter buffers are equipped with the facility of automatically adjusting to changes in delay. For example, if a step change in delay of
15 ms transpires, then some short-term packet discarding can occur there, resulting
from the change; however, the de-jitter buffer would be instantly realigned.
The current implementation of the de-jitter buffer still has some limitations which
affects its performance. As example, if there is too many packets in the buffer at a
certain point of time, a lot of the packets have to be discarded as their TTL had
already crossed the accepted margin, caused by the buffer overrun problem. Making
the buffer larger to tackle the problem could result in much higher level of latency.
As there is no specific way to say for sure when which packet will arrive, it could
happen that packets will arrive in a different order than the actual or expected one.
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Fig. 1 De-jitter buffer

At this point, setting a fixed delay can create a latency or break in the conversation.
Also, larger packets tend to incur network congestion, introducing more and more
delay.
Number of studies and research have already been accomplished on this topic,
but the problems still remain intact. Many of the previous works actually cite a
workaround instead of furnishing a complete solution. A recent work highlighted
the issue of jitters in VoIP and proposed a solution that uses optimal packet call flow
routing (CFR) model in real voice optimization to reduce jitter in VoIP systems [15].
Another study focused on presenting how to achieve maximum VoIP connection
quality with optimum de-jitter buffer delay [16]. The results show that five-sixths
of the connections were of either high or medium quality having a relatively small
delay with the de-jitter buffer. In [17], the parameter selection of de-jitter buffer
has been considered as the key to improve the service performance. The simulation
results indicate that both the transmission delay and bit error rate can be reduced with
packet size and buffer length being optimized. Table 1 summaries the above-discussed
related works.
All of these works have proposed good solutions using de-jitter buffers; however,
some of the existing problems with de-jitter buffer such as the buffer overrun problem
and latency induced by bigger buffer size have not been addressed. This research aims
to propose a potential solution in this regard.
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Table 1 Summary of the above-discussed systems
Authors

Proposition

Salem et al. [12]

Use large memory buffer to hold Does not address the associated
the packets to transmit later in a higher Latency due to large buffers
consistent manner

Shortcomings

Voznak et al. [13]

Also deploy similar buffer with
extended memory usage

Suffers from the latency issue that
can be seen with large memory
buffers

Rodbro and Jensen [14] Uses header compression

Unless balanced properly, header
compressions can increase jitters

Adebusuyi et al. [15]

Uses techniques such as real
voice optimization

Does not perform well in
4G-based VoIP services

Lebl et al. [16]

Takes an approach to address a
number of different parameters
related to QoS

The outcome is not consistent and
may vary according to the buffer
size

3 VOIP Technique and Network Structure
After the connection is established, the voice data is converted into digitized form.
However, as digital data requires a lot of bits, it is compressed. Now, the sample
of voice is packetized to be sent over the Internet. These packets are wrapped with
Real Time Protocol (RTP). The packets are synchronized by means of identification
number, inserted in the RTP header for each packet. Each packet is then further
wrapped around User Datagram Protocol (UDP). UDP carries RTP as payloads. As
the packets reach the other end, the whole process is reversed, that is the packets
are disassembled and put into the proper order; digital bits are extracted out and
decompressed, converted to analog signal, and finally delivered to the user’s handset.
The role of Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) here is that it encompasses all the aspects
from call initiation to call termination; and to do that, it includes number of related
protocols such as RSVP, RTP RTSP, SAP, and SDP.
VoIP can be configured and settled into different topologies and configurations.
But before discussion of how the VoIP is configured, some related terms such as
media gateways and call managers or soft switch need to be understood.

3.1 Media Gateways and Call Managers
Media gateways (servers) act as a translation unit between disparate telecommunications networks [1]. VoIP media gateway (MG) performs conversion between
TDM voice to Voice over Internet Protocol. Media gateways are controlled by a
media gateway controller known as call managers or soft switches, providing the
call control and signaling functionality [1]. Communications via these two entities
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are done through protocols such as SIP (which will be discussed later), MGCP, or
H.248.
AMG has to perform several operations in a VoIP network. Primarily,
•
•
•
•

Carries out A/D conversion of the analog voice channel.
Transforms a DS0 or E0 to a binary signal compatible with IP or ATM.
Multi-vendor interoperability.
Transport of voice mainly using IP-based RTP/RTCP.

3.2 Topologies
There are number of ways in which a VoIP network can be structured [18]. One of
which is the use of PC and the employment of a router. An easy and inexpensive
way to use VoIP is the 1:1 VoIP gateway architecture.
.

3.3 Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)
Session Initiation Protocol (developed by IETF) is a protocol which is termed
as an application layer signaling protocol. SIP primarily deals with interactive
communication using multimedia elements. Signaling means to initiate, modify
parameters, and terminate sessions between end users. SIP does exactly this. SIP
calls may be terminal-to-terminal, or they may require a server to intervene [19].
Note that SIP shares a close affinity with IP. A SIP message looks very much like
a HTTP message and thus in plain text. SIP addresses are also very much like
emails such as sip:name@a_domain.com.
The user can usually set up call in two modes, called redirect and proxy, and
servers are designed to handle these modes.
Besides signaling, SIP can also be used to invite other people in a conversation
or can simply be employed to start a new session. SIP is completely independent
of the type of content and the mechanism used to convey the content [20]. SIP is
there only for signaling purposes, not to worry about any other aspects of media
flow or type. SIP simply works as glue inside the whole process among different
layers and protocols.
To support session services, there are five facets of multimedia session management for SIP:
User Locality: Identifying which end system will be used for communication.
User Potentiality: Determining the media and media parameters to be used for
this communication.
User Availability: Determining whether or not the called party is enthusiastic to
engage in communications.
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Session Setup: Setting up the session parameters at both the called and calling
parties.
Session Management: Including the transfer and termination of sessions, the
modifying of session parameters, and the invoking of session services.

3.4 SIP Elements
Before going into the discussion of how SIP works, some terms of the world of IP
telephone using SIP need to be understood.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

User Agents (UA): An endpoint in a VoIP system, normally IP phones or
media gateways. It usually has an interface toward the users. When user A
wants to call user B, he fires up the appropriate program containing a SIP
UA. The user interacts with user B through the interface. Naturally, user B
at the other end also has a similar kind of program, and he can either accept
or reject the invitation from user A. The UA also incorporates various media
tools to actually handle the media content. Normally, the UA establishes the
session, and the media tool it contains handles the content of the session. In
many applications, these two come under one program. For example, a video
conferencing software [21].
Redirect Server: Redirect servers aid the SIP UAs by furnishing location information where the user can be sensed. From Fig. 5, it can be seen how redirect
servers perform their action. For example, say user A wants to call user B
(located at domain.com) and thus sends an invitation. But at domain.com,
a redirect server is positioned to handle the incoming calls, so, the UA
of user A, instead of contacting with the intended address, contacts either
SIP:A@192.168.1.1 or SIP:A@192.168.1.2. These addresses are different
from the intended address. The redirect server may also propose which of
the address is more likely. It then simply sends back messages that contain this
information, and the UA of A tries to establish session with these addresses.
However, it can also return address of other server which may have more
information, and in other words, this process can be chained [21].
Proxy Server: The aim of the proxy is same, but in this case, instead of returning
the possible address information, the proxy tries those addresses by itself in
order to establish the session. Note that in that case too, there may be intermediary proxies and location servers. Oftentimes, a single server can be configured
as both redirect and proxy, and these two can also coexist in a single system
[21]. In practice, a SIP-based proxy server facilitates the establishment and
maintenance of communication channel between two SIP addresses. Any SIP
device can communicate to another SIP device, but in order to achieve that,
they deploy a go-between, called a SIP proxy, to begin the communication,
which then drops out, allowing point-to-point communication.
SIP Register: An application typically running on a server that aids the UAs
to register themselves so that they are able to receive calls. The registrar can
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or cannot be colocated with the proxy or redirect servers. Generally, the user
provides information about his location [21].

4 Limitations
This section will have a detail discussion on the limitations of VoIP mentioned earlier.
Among various and diverse kinds of performance issues relating to VoIP, “Delay”
is the most crippling one. The delay in a VoIP network can be for many reasons.
A VoIP network must be able to deliver packets within a standard max of 150 ms.
This puts a major consideration on how much security overhead can be included.
Also, it leaves very little margin for error recovery in case of an error in packet
delivery. One type of delay is called fixed delay and is mostly occurred within
the signal processing systems [22], such as the processing delays within the voice
coders/decoders (codecs) that make the A/D signal conversions and are also detected
within the physical transmission systems, such as the copper pairs. The variable
delays come from queuing times at packet processing points, such as routers and
switches, plus transmission variables, such as the path that a particular packet or
series of packets takes within the network [22]. Firewall routers such as double
socket routers re-establish an IP packet flow on the inner side of the router after it
has been disconnected on the outer side. This aids in a regulating IP packets in a
consistent diction but also introduces delays. Sometimes, there is a delay when the
firewalls update the iptables.
Also, larger packets tend to incur network congestion, introducing an additional
delay on top of the delay incurred in each hop the packet travels through. This type
of non-uniform, variable delay is known as jitter. Jitters transpire because not all the
packet will take the same route, and this actually is more of a problem as this can
introduce the arrival and processing of packets out of order. RTP is based on UDP,
so there are no reassembles at the protocol level. However, rearranging can be done
in application layer, but it tends to be slow, which, needless to say, compounds the
delay malefactor. Figure 2 details how this jitter happens.

Fig. 2 VoIP jitters [23]
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In Fig. 5, the amount of time (say, zp ) it requires for packets A and B to send
and receive is equal when there is no jitter. But when the packets confront delay
in the network, this uniformity of zp is affected, and the expected packet may be
received after it is expected. This is why a jitter buffer, which hides inter-arrival
packet delay variation, is essential [22]. Voice packets in IP networks have highly
variable packet-inter-arrival intervals. Common practice is to count the number of
packets that arrive late and create a ratio of these packets to the number of packets
that are successfully processed. Then, the ratio can be utilized to adjust the jitter
buffer to target a predetermined, allowable late-packet ratio; this, in most cases,
compensates for delays. Note that these buffers can be either dynamic or static.
Quality of service (QoS) is a make or break for the acceptance of VoIP. The ever
exponential growth of Internet user and the development of multitude of multimediaoriented services exert increasing demands on Web servers and network links, which
can cause overloaded end-servers and congested network links [24]. These issues
almost make it indispensable that the design of VoIP, or for that matter any Internetbased application, should strive to achieve every bit of possible design efficiency.

5 The Proposed Solution
Several solutions have been introduced to get an upper hand on obstacles like delay
and jitter. In this section, this study will present a proposed way around for the issue
of jitter.

5.1 Modification in De-Jitter Buffer
To tackle the problem of jitter and fixed delay, the implementation of de-jitter buffer
is common. However, as has been said before, if there are too many packets in the
buffer, many of the packets having their TTL already crossed the accepted margin
must be discarded due to the buffer overrun problem. Also, the next problem is if
the size of the buffer is large then it causes too much latency. Because there is no
guarantee that after exactly what span of time, the packets will arrive. Thus, one
packet that has been formed later may appear earlier in the buffer than a packet that
has been formed and sent before the previous one.
Thus, if the delay length of the buffer is set to 200 ms, all the packets will be
played out after 200 ms, and thus, it may create latency or break in the conversation
for a packet that has been reached earlier. So, the proposed solution will bring some
modification in the working procedure to the de-jitter buffer. The modified buffer, as
shown in Fig. 3, will have two extra variables, say Synf_pk and Synn_pk ; Synf_pk will
record the first packet’s synchronization number, (that is, 1), i.e., the packet serial
number, inscribed in the header of the packet itself. It will then, instead of saving the
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Fig. 3 Flow diagram of the proposed modification

packet, dispatch it. Now, the next packet comes, at this moment, Synf_pk equals to 1,
and Synn_pk equals to 0.
The buffer will inspect the synchronization number of this packet, and if this
number is one greater than Synf_pk , i.e., Synn_pk = Synf_pk + 1, then it will subtract
the arrival time from the previous packet’s arrival time and store it in another variable,
say Diff buff_tm . Now, if Diff buff_tm is less than the buffer storage time, it will again,
instead of saving the packet, forward it.
However, if Synn_pk < > Synf_pk + 1 (unequal), then the packet in processing is
not the next packet in serial, and even if it arrives before the buffer storage time
limit, it has to be cached for later rearrangements, while Synf_pk and Synn_pk are
reset to 0 again. For the next two packets, the same mechanism is repeated. This
way, cached packets that arrive before the expected delay margin will be propagated
instead of probable drop-out after a certain period, and it will not create latency, ineffect improving the overall performance. Synchronization is also maintained using
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the same logic. However, there will still be some codec-related delays that need to
be accounted for.

6 Results and Analysis
The impact of reducing the delays in jitter can have significantly strong effect in the
reduction of latency. In this section, this dramatic effect will be explained through
facts and figures. The observable latency in a VoIP service is often the combination of
parameters such as average jitter and average latency into one single metric known
as “Effective Latency”. It is calculated as
effective_latency = avg._latency + (2 ∗ avg._jitter) + 10.0

(1)

In Eq. 1, effect of jitter is usually being doubled as its impact is relatively high
on the overall performance, and a general constant of 10 ms (milliseconds) is added
to account for the delay caused by the respective codec. Average latency can be
measured using usual concepts [25], for instance, if the sum of measured latency is
960 ms and the number of latency sample is 30, then the average latency is 32 ms
(960/30). Average jitter is calculated by comparing the interval when RTP packets
were sent to the interval at which they were received [26]. For instance, if the first
and second packets leave 75 ms apart and arrive 95 ms apart, then the jitter is 20 ms
(95–75). Now, if we sample such differences, for example, 5 times, and receive series
of jitters such as 20, 45, 36, 15, and 14, then the average jitter is 26 ms; it basically
follows the Eq. 2 (P denotes the specific packets departure and arrival time in ms).

Avg._jitter =

((P2 − P1 ) + (P4 − P3 ) + · · · + (Pn − Pn−1 ))
N

(2)

Now, before implementing the improvements in a normal de-jitter buffer, the
average latency for five consecutive minutes had been recorded as 25, 32, 33, 28,
and 50 ms and the corresponding average jitters as 35, 48, 62, 42, and 65 ms (Using
Eq. 2). These two parameters have now been used to calculate the effective latency
using Eq. 1, and the result was found to be a sharp increase in effective latency that
the user will experience.
The effective latency in milliseconds for five consecutive minutes has been calculated as 105, 138, 167, 122, and 190, respectively, using Eq. 1. Figure 4 illustrates
the rise of latency, or in other words, declination of quality of service (QoS) in the
conversation graphically.
It can clearly be seen from Fig. 4 that even though there are some improvements
around fourth minute (T4), the general trend shows an increase in effective latency,
which causes disruption in service to heighten sharply as well. Once a delay associated with jitters starts to materialize, the quality oftentimes may deteriorate rapidly
in subsequent seconds.
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Fig. 4 Effective latency in normal jitter buffer

Though sometimes the curve will have opposite direction, that is quality may get
better with time, however, it can be the side-effect of other network factors, such as
throughput, bandwidth or congestion getting improved.
As can be seen from Fig. 5, a one-third improvement in the average latency due
to the improved design in the jitter buffer may double the performance in the quality
of the conversation. It basically halves the effective latency. Such is the importance
and effect of improvement in the jitter buffer, which can clearly affect considerable
positive impression in the overall quality of service. Thus, an efficient design and
construction of de-jitter buffer indeed is a crux part of a VoIP system. Additionally,
the proposed study presents better result in terms of comparison with earlier discussed
systems that include application of large memory blocks.

7 Conclusion
As data traffic continues to increase and cross that of voice traffic, the convergence
and integration of these technologies will not only continue to rise, but also will
streamline the way for a truly unified and seamless avenue of communication. VoIP
can provide significant benefits and cost savings. Since voice and data traffic can
be integrated, the necessary infrastructure to provide both services is reduced. Also,
bandwidth will be utilized properly as bandwidth on a network is rarely completely
flustered with data traffic, and circuit switching calls usually waste a lot of bandwidth
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Fig. 5 Comparison of effective latency experienced before and after the implementation of the
recommended improvements in jitter buffer

in general. VoIP is still in its embryonic condition in many areas of its development. It
truly is a revolutionary technology that will pose many challenges to circuit switched
infrastructure.
This paper discusses the issues of latency caused by jitter and also proposes an
improved de-jitter buffer which can certainly have a positive effect on the technology. The implementation results indicate many positives. It shows a one-third
improvement in the average latency due to the improved design in the jitter buffer,
resulting into potentially doubling the performance in the quality of the conversation.
Additionally, the effective latency factor has been observed to be nearly halved. The
detailed working procedure of SIP and the importance of quality of service (QoS) in a
VoIP network have also been discussed. Although the results are very promising and
could potentially improve the quality QoS of the VoIP service, more improvements
can be done. This solution needs to be tested on a larger scale to identify possible
improvement suggestions. Traditional noise issues such as additive and subtractive
noises may affect the performance, and thus, further work is needed to factor against
such issues for a better quality of service.
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